ST. GABRIEL PARISH STEWARDSHIP COMMISSION
Minutes – November 20, 2018
Submitted by Cathy Rusk, Secretary

In attendance: Jake Jilling, Jan Jilling, Cathy Rusk, Jodi Consiglio, Amy Boehler
Excused: Julie Bucher, Karl Glunz
Human Concerns joined for discussion of point 3 below: Karen Berghammer, Linda Mikolainis, Mike Messenbourg,
Nancy Mueller

Opened with prayer
Brief update from J Bucher via email to K Glunz from Parish Council.
Human Concerns joined halfway through, Karen Berghammer, Linda Mikolainis, Mike Messenbourg, Nancy Mueller
1. Ministry Guide Update - Due to a delay in obtaining updated Commission member names, paper copies of the
ministry guide are being handed out without those pages. Going forward, the guide will not include names of
commission members, but an insert will be included in the new parish member folder with that information. J.
Consiglio will speak with Jill Sheehan in the parish office about putting together the insert and keeping it up to
date. Need to determine if this sheet of names will be posted online.

2. Time & Talent Survey in 2019 - C Rusk will compare the existing survey and reorganize it to reflect the breakout
in the Ministry Guide. She will send a draft out to the group. A Boehler suggested sending the survey in an
electronic format. A fillable pdf form that could be emailed would be better than a Survey Monkey or similar
platform. Need a contact for the tech side of this, possibly Liz Juern? Will try to format the survey to one page.
3. Friendship Sunday 2019 - Parish Council is in favor of adding some education about each Ministry to Friendship
Sundays. Stewardship/Human Concerns is responsible for communicating this direction to the various
commissions so they can begin thinking about what materials they would like to display and share, and who
from their commissions will be available on their respective weekends. Saturday evening gathering is on hold
per Parish Council until the new format is more established. K Berghammer offered to reach out to the
commission chairs. J and J Jilling will make a presentation piece for Stewardship Commission
Further discussion of Human Concerns and Stewardship joining together for February’s Sunday. The Time and
Talent form will be available at this gathering. There was discussion of having a Ministry Fair on this Sunday
where we can use presentation boards from multiple commissions, not just HC and Stewardship if we can get
the materials from the other commissions in time.
4. Other Business:
No additional business discussed.

